We choose the corresponding Fourier coefficients to define as before a new function g(x), whose Fourier series converges almost everywhere since E "=i-^m< °°-Now we define {m,} to take on the values m, »*(,,)<m5Î«*(">+! for each p. Since the sequence {»*(,•)} is lacunary, the almost everywhere convergence of sm¡i(x;f) to f(x) follows as before. For the sequence {m,},
nkirt+i -nk(rt _ 1 nk(rt+i nk(ji)+i X(i for each p. Since the limit of the right side is 1, the theorem is proved. The differentiated conjugate series of (1.1) at t=x is 00 00
(1.2) -E x(an cos nx + bn sin nx) = -E nAn(x). 1 1 We write It is enough to prove the theorem for the special case in which d = 0.
To justify this assertion, we may restrict ourselves to the special case in which x = 0 without any loss of generality. Consider first the case in which
In this special case both the hypothesis and the conclusion of the Theorem remain true. In the general case, write This completes the proof of the theorem. Finally we must express our thanks to the referee for some suggestions which improved the presentation and simplified the proof.
